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Abstract
Human beings possess external stores in which they put all sorts of goods to use them at
some later time. In this paper we investigate this typically human adaptation using
agent-based simulations. We show that the use of external stores explains many aspects
of human life, allowing the agents to reduce their dependence on both the environment
and the current state of their body and to be more efficient in extracting the energy
contained in the environment. We analyse the spatial behaviour of agents with external
stores located in specific positions of the environment and we find that these agents tend
to develop a sedentary life. We discuss how stores can be at the origin of many human
mental and social phenomena such as the acquisition of a more extended temporal
perspective, specialization in producing different types of goods, and exchange of
goods.
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Introduction
Humans store goods found in the environment for later consumption. Even though this
behaviour is not unique in humans (e.g. Dougherty et al., 1996 [woodpeckers]; John,
1984 [for squirrels]; Soley and Alvarado-Diaz, 2011 [mustelids]; Vander Wall, 1990),
the complexity of the storing techniques, the multitude of goods stored and the multilayered organization of the stores (private stores, family stores, society-shared stores) do
not have an equal in the nonhuman kingdom. Most animals catch only food, do not
share their food store not even with their relatives (two exceptions are Beavers and
Acorn Woodpeckers, Koenig and Mumme, 1987), and do not have complex storing
technique, as shown by the high level of pilferage (Hampton and Sherry, 1994; Vander
Wall and Jenkins, 2003) and almost non-existent food preservation technique. Having a
complex storing system to store food and all sorts of other goods for future use is an
important human adaptation and may explain some of the differences between nonhuman and human societies. Anthropologists discuss whether food storage began with
food production (agriculture and animal breeding) or at least some people who
collected, rather than produced, food (hunters and gatherers) already stored their food
(Colson, 1980; Hawkes et al., 1982; Ingold, 1983; Kuijt, 2009; Kuijt and Finlayson,
2009; Testart, 1982). Societies of hunters and gatherers have been sometime
distinguished in “lower” and “upper” based on their social complexity, the latter being
more developed in the sociological, philosophical, and religious realms (Bean and
Lawton, 1973). It has been proposed (Testart, 1982) that these two levels of complexity
may be explained by the presence or absence of food storage.

In this paper we are going to focus on the external stores, as opposite to the
internal store (the body fat present in almost any organism). Both storing mechanisms
prevent or limit other organisms to take food collected in the storage. However, with an
external store food can be preserved for future use with little loss of its energy
contribution (depending on different factors such as storage techniques, type of stored
food, environment). The external store requires (or brings about) the concept of delayed
consumption, whereas to use the internal storage the food has to be consumed
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immediately. Secondly, an external storage cannot be easily carried around, with the
exception of small storages, which usefulness is however quite limited (this aspect is
taken into account in the second part of the present work).

Storing food may be one of the earliest manifestations of the tendency of human
beings to modify the external environment to make it more habitable. External stores are
useful for a multitude of reasons: they make it possible delayed consumption of goods
in order to mitigate the consequences of temporary scarcity and portable external stores
make it easier to travel, migrate, and re-settle elsewhere (Testart, 1982). Large stores as
physical structures located in specific spatial locations may be at the origin of sedentary
life and the development of homes, villages, and cities (Flannery, 1969; Hassan, 1975;
Reed, 1977a; Testart, 1982). Storing goods allows an individual to specialize in the
production of one good and to obtain all the other goods from other individuals through
the exchange of goods. External stores are connected with the idea of ownership
(Testart, 1982), because it prevents pilfering and make it possible to inherit goods and
not only genes and cultures and to produce new goods by using the goods one already
has. Anthropologists believe that social inequality and the storage of food and other
goods are two closely interrelated phenomena (Kujit, 2009; Winterhalder and Kennett,
2009) and, from a psychological point of view, storing goods for delayed consumption
may have led human beings to acquire a more temporally extended perspective which
includes predicting and planning for the future (Kujit, 2009).

Several computational models of foraging behaviour exist in the literature (e.g.
de Vries and Biesmeijer, 1998; Pravosudov and Lucas, 2001; Charnov, 1976) but they
investigate the foraging behaviour in animals without focusing on the storing
mechanism. In the present work we focus on the storing behaviour and on the
consequences that this practice has on the agents and group of agents. To do that, we
construct agents that spontaneously acquire the behaviour of storing food. Human
behaviour is acquired in a succession of generations as a result of biological evolution
and/or is learned as a result of the individual’s experiences during his or her life. Most
human behaviour is learned - although it can only be learned because of the genes that
human beings inherit at birth - and it is learned by imitating others (e.g. Georgely and
Csibra, 2005; Csibra and Gergely, 2006; Heyes and Foster, 2002; Meltzoff and Gopnik,
1993). Learning by imitating others results in cultural evolution because each
generation imitates only some of the behaviours of the preceding generation (selective
cultural reproduction) and the behaviours which are learned from others are constantly
modified by the learners (cultural mutations) (Acerbi and Parisi, 2006; Denaro and
Parisi, 1997). Human storing behaviour may be both biologically and culturally evolved
because many pre-conditions for learning to imitate the storing behaviour of others are
likely encoded in the human genes. But in the present paper we do not address the issue
of whether human storing behaviour is biologically or culturally evolved. Instead, we
use a multi-agent system in which the behaviour is defined only by innate components
and we investigate why the storing behaviour is useful, in what type of environment it
is, and how it may have led to develop a sedentary behaviour. We also investigate how
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the use of stores could have affected certain cognitive components of humans in a nontrivial way.

We have chosen to carry out simulation within the evolutionary multi-agent
framework because it allows us to easily observe and analyse the emerging behaviour
given different initial parameters. Furthermore, using the evolutionary framework we
were able to capture behaviours that would otherwise be difficult to predict and explore.
For example, we will see how agents without store develop a waiting behaviour to
minimize wasting of food energy. This is a behaviour that was not predicted by the
researchers and that spontaneously emerged from our simulation.
In the first part we investigate how the storage can be useful, and what
behavioural changing produces in the population. We also discuss in which
environment the storage may have emerged, drawing connection with the anthropologic
literature. In the second part we use a more realistic version of the store and we
investigate the connection between having a store and the emerging of sedentary
behaviour, comparing a population without store, with a portable store and with a
physical store (a store that cannot be carried around due to physical limitations).

The usefulness of external stores
To understand the advantages of storing goods we compare two populations of agents
which live in the same type of environment but the agents of one population have a
personal external store in which they put the food they collect from the environment
while the agents of the other population do not store food but immediately eat the food.
In the following simulations the agents will need to collect only one resource (food) to
survive. The influence of collecting more than one resource and its impact in the storing
behaviour will be addressed in the general discussion.

Methods
We use the an evolutionary multi-agent paradigm (Nolfi and Floreano, 2000, 2002;
Tuci, et al., 2003), providing the agents with a neural network and a genome which
codifies the weights of the network (Mitchell T., 1997; Mitchell M., 1998). This
approach has been used several times to model, predict and explain the behaviour of
different kind of animals (e.g. Da Rold et al., 2011) because of its flexibility and to
simulate emerging, novel behaviour not pre-set by the researcher.

Our agents are simulated Khepera robots (for a detailed description of Khepera
robots, cf. Mondada et al., 1999) and the simulations are carried out by using a modified
version of the Evorobot simulation tool (cf. Nolfi and Gigliotta, 2010). The agents live
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in a two-dimensional environment of 1000x1000 pixels which contains 10 randomly
distributed food tokens that the agents must be able to eat to remain alive and reproduce
(Figure 1 a).

Figure 1. a. An agent in its environment. The food tokens are the full circles. The agent
is the empty circle and it has a small line which indicates where the agent is currently
looking. b. Summary of internal architecture for each agent. c. The neural network of a
population without store (VL=left visual unit; VR=right visual unit; E=energy unit;
ML=left motor unit; MR=right motor unit). The population with store has an additional
output unit (the ‘store unit’).

We use feed-forward neural networks (Fine et al., 1999) with a logistic
activation function. The neural network has two visual units which encode the direction
and distance of the nearest food token - provided the food token is within 550 pixels
from the agent (Euclidean distance). One visual unit encodes the presence of a food
token in the left half of the visual field and the other visual unit encodes the presence of
a food token in the right half of the visual field, with an overlap of 20 degrees between
the two (Figure 1 b). In addition, the neural network has one energy unit whose level of
activation reflects the quantity of energy currently contained in the agent’s body. The
activation of this unit can go from zero to one, where zero represents no energy in the
body and one is maximum energy in the body. The visual units and the energy unit send
their connections to a hidden layer of four units which, in turn, send their connections to
two motor (output) units. The activation level of these two motor units at each time step
(input/output cycle) encodes the speed of the two wheels that allow the agents to move
in the environment. Different wheel speeds allow the agent to rotate either left or right.
How the agent responds to a sensory input depends on the quantitative weight of the
excitatory or inhibitory connections that link the sensory units to the hidden units and
the internal units to the motor units and, since the agents have different connection
weights in their neural network, they tend to respond differently to the same input
(Figure 1 c).
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Each agent consumes 0.0027 of its body energy at each time step, and when its
energy goes to zero the agent dies, meaning that the agent can survive for ~370 time
steps. This value has been empirically chosen because it gives to the first generation of
agents enough time to survive and catch food, even when the agents are not able to
systematically approach food and have to rely on “heuristic” strategies (going in wide
circles, going on a straight line until a wall is hit, etc.). To remain alive the agents must
eat the food tokens present in the environment. When an agent eats (touches) a food
token, the food token disappears and the agent’s energy is increased by 0.8. The food
token is not replaced in the environment. If adding the 0.8 units of energy contained in a
food token causes the bodily energy of the agent to go beyond its maximum level of 1,
the energy of the food token which exceeds the maximum level is wasted. This value
has been chosen because it allowed us to observe the emerging strategy of minimizing
energy waste (as explain in more details later): if this value were too high, the food
would always be wasted; if it were too low, it would never be wasted. With 0.8 the food
energy is wasted only if the agent energy is higher than 0.2.

The simulation is a succession of generations of agents. Each generation is made
of 100 agents and the value of the connection weights of the agents of the first
generation is randomly chosen in the interval [-5.0, +5.0] and is encoded in each agent’s
genotype as a string of eight bits. The 20 agents that live longer generate five offspring
which inherit the connection weights of their single parent with the addition of some
random mutations that can increase or decrease their value. Each bit of the bit string
which represents a connection weight has a 2% probability of being replaced by a new
randomly chosen bit. The 20 5 = 100 new agents constitute the second generation and
the process goes on for 100 generations and is replicated 10 times with a different initial
set of random connection weights.

These agents are compared with another population of agents which are identical
to the preceding agents except that each agent has an external store in which it puts the
food it finds in the environment. When an agent reaches a food token, the agent does
not immediately eat the food token but it puts the food token in its store to eat it later.
The food in the store will completely preserve its energy value. Notice that this will
clearly distinguish the internal store (the body energy) from the external one, as
explained above. For this set of simulations the store is an abstract entity with no
physical features, and it can be considered as a portable store: it is not located in a
specific part of the environment, does not have any cost of transportation, and can be
used at any time. In the next simulation we will use somewhat more realistic stores. To
allow the agents to decide when to eat the food tokens that are in their store, we add
output unit to the agents’ neural network (hereinafter referred to as ‘store unit’). If the
activation level of the store unit exceeds the value of 0.5, the agent eats one of the food
tokens contained in its store (if the store is not empty). Since this output unit receives its
connections from the internal units, the eating behaviour of an agent depends on the
connection weights of its neural network.
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In order to better understand the differences in fitness between the two
populations, we calculate an “outperforming value” ( ) by averaging the difference in
life length between the population with stores and the population without stores
beginning from generation 25 (thus excluding the initial instable phase), that is
1
=
(
−
)
( − )
Where
is the average fitness of the population with storage at the generation
and similarly
is the average fitness of the population without storage at the
generation , and is the total number of generations ( = 100). We also compute the
of the best agent (
) by averaging the difference between the best agent of each
generation for the two populations, that is instead of using ( − ) we used (
−
) where
is the fitness of the best agent of the population with storage at the
generation . Therefore these two measures indicate how better is the population with
store with respect to the population without store in term of fitness.

Results
For both the agents with and without the external store, Figure 2 shows the life length of
the best and average agents of the successive 100 generations averaged across the 10
replications of the simulation. The shaded area represents the standard deviation along
the 10 replications. As expected, the agents that store their food live longer than the
agents that do not store their food.

Figure 2. Average and best fitness (length of life) for the agents with store and for the
agents without store.
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The maximum life span that an agent can survive, provided it collects all the
available food in the most efficient manner, is 3170. Notice that all the best agents of
the populations with store reach this point quite early. The standard deviation area may
be misleading, giving the impression that some agents the population without store are
actually better that the agents of the population with store. However, this is not the case,
being the maximum length span reached for the population without store still equal to
3170. In fact, the high standard deviation is the result of few of best agents of the
population without store less performing than the average agent. For this simulation,
= 155 and
= 404, indicating a serious advantage of the population with store.
Discussion and further analysis
We infer from the results that the external stores function as a safety net. When an agent
has eaten much of the food existing in the environment, it can find itself in one part of
the environment with little food. If the agent does not store its food and, therefore,
cannot eat the stored food, the energy in its body may reach the zero level and the agent
dies. In contrast, in those difficult moments an agent that stores its food can eat the food
contained in its store and reach another part of the environment with more food.
External stores make the agents less dependent on the environment.
There is also another advantage of storing food. As we have said, if an agent eats
a food token when the quantity of energy in its body is near its maximum level, one part
of the energy contained in the food token is wasted. The agents know how much energy
is currently contained in their body because they have the energy unit and the
information provided by the energy unit influences their behaviour. We find a
difference in how the two types of agents respond to hunger. To maximize the energy
intake and minimize energy waste, the agents that do not store their food develop a
waiting behaviour: when the energy level is high (which is reflected in a high activation
of the energy unit), the network’s weights evolved such that the agents do not approach
the food even when a food token is perceived (the sensory units are activated). They
approach and eat the food only when their energy is low. The agents that store their
food do not develop this waiting behaviour because they evolved a different strategy:
when a food token is perceived, the motor units are activated such that the food is
quickly approached and collected, regardless of the activation of the energy unit.
Furthermore, the weights evolved in such a way that when the activation of the energy
unit decreases, the activation of the store unit increases, until it reaches 0.5 and a food
token is automatically consumed (using another terminology, they collect all the food
they see and eat the stored food when there is little energy in their body).
We can have a direct proof of this fact if we examine the brain of the agents that
store their food. We pick up a typical agent that stores its food, we measure the
activation level of its energy unit and of its eating unit, and what we find is that the
eating unit reaches an activation level greater than 0.5 - which means that the agent eats
one of the food tokens contained in its store - only when there is very little energy in its
body and, therefore, the activation level of the energy unit is near to zero (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The store unit evolves such that it becomes activated (the agent eats one of
the food tokens contained in its store) only when the energy unit has an activation level
near to 0.2 (the agent is very hungry), so that the agent will not waste any food energy
(each food token provides 0.8 energy units).

Both the agents that store their food and those that do not store their food try to
maximize the quantity of energy extracted from the environment but they use two
different techniques and, given the difference in fitness, the technique of storing food is
more efficient. And what is very important is that storing food makes the agents less
dependent not only on the environment but also on the state of their body - what we
might call their internal environment. The agents that do not store food look for food
only when they are hungry. The agents that store food always look for food,
independently of their hunger (energy), and therefore they collect more food.

To better see the differences between the two types of agents and how the
behaviour of the agents are related to their internal state, we bring the agents, one at a
time, in an “artificial laboratory” and we run a series of experiments in the controlled
conditions of this “artificial laboratory”. The experimental “subjects” are the single best
agent of the last generation of each of the 10 replications of the simulation and each
experiment consists of 100 trials. The artificial laboratory is a square of 500x500 pixels
and the agent is placed in the centre of the square with a food token in front of it. Since
the agent has a visual capability of 550 pixels, the agent sees the food token and we
count the number of time steps taken by the agent to reach the food token. Each agent is
tested in three different conditions in which we vary its level of hunger: high, medium,
and low - corresponding to a level of activation of 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 of the agent’s energy
unit. The level of hunger is artificially kept constant during a trial and each trial lasts for
a maximum of 4000 time steps (if the agent does not take the food token during the test,
the number of time steps is set to 4000). In this way we can observe of an agent
behaviour can change according to its hunger level, making clear the dependency of the
agent on its internal state.

The results of the experiment are shown in Table 1. The mean time and standard
error across the 10 replications are reported. The agents without an external store take
fewer time steps to reach (and eat) the food token when they are very hungry (
±
SE = 452.50 ± 394.1, ( = 10) but they take much more time when their hunger is
± SE = 2939.06 ± 533.27, ( = 10) and even more time when their
medium (
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hunger is low (
± SE = 3236.09 ± 396.57, ( = 10). In contrast, the agents that
store their food are always very fast at reaching the food token. In order to test statistical
significance of these results we perform a series of comparison. We did not found any
significance difference between the energy condition in the group with storage (+ ,, =
1.32, - = 0.3), but we found such difference in the group without storage (+ ,, =
11.74, - < 0.005). Furthermore, a two-way ANOVA revealed that the two groups
(with/without storage) were significantly different (+ /, = 57.72, - < 0.005).

Table 1. Mean time for reaching a food token for a population with and without storage,
with three different energy levels.
WITH STORAGE
Energy Level

0.2

0.5

0.8

Mean Time

87.90

69.34

63.93

Standard Error

25.29

11.32

22.96

WITHOUT STORAGE
Energy Level

0.2

0.5

0.8

Mean Time

452.50

2939.06

3236.09

Standard Error

394.19

533.27

396.57

For the population without storage, it is probably more meaningful to consider
the number of agents which actually reached the food token. In fact, contrarily to the
population with store, where all the agents eventually reached the food, in the
population without the store the agents that developed a waiting behaviour never
reached the food token for the whole test. More specifically, 1 agent out of the 10
replications never reached the food when the energy level was set to 0.2; this number
increased to 6 out of 10 for the energy level 0.5, and 7 out of 10 when the energy level
was 0.8. This explains why the standard error across the replication is so high.
However, even if we consider the agents that do reach the food, their mean number of
steps still increases with the energy level (0
= 59.28, 1349.01, 1455.92 and
234. 566 = 7.31, 8.52 and 3.05 for, respectively, energy level of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8). Note
that now the mean time of the agents with store and those without store is similar when
the energy is set to 0.2, as expected. In fact, given that the agents are trying to maximize
the energy intake and at the same time minimizing the energy waste, the agents’
behaviour should be identical when the energy level is 0.2 (no food waste either with or
without storage). Overall, these results clearly show how the storage can affect the
behaviour of the agents, changing significantly the food hoarding strategy, and that the
energy level affected the behaviour in the population without storage but not in the
population with storage, meaning that the behaviour of the population with storage is
less dependent on their internal state.
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But external stores are not equally useful in all environments. The environment
of our agents has an intermediate level of difficulty which we define as the quantity of
food contained in the environment. If we increase or decrease the number of food
tokens contained in the environment what we find is that when the environment is very
easy (100 food tokens) or very difficult (3 food tokens) the life length of the agents with
stores is more or less the same as the life length of the agents without stores (in both
cases
< 100). In line with the anthropologic literature (Testart, 1982), our agents
show that there is a greater evolutionary pressure to develop external stores in
environments with an intermediate quantity of available food. In environments with
very little food, the agents must immediately eat all the food they find and cannot store
any food. In environments with a lot of food, there is no need to store food because one
can always find food in the environment.

Sedentary life
Having external stores in which store goods for future use has had many important
consequences for how human beings behave and live socially and one of these
consequences is that external stores lead to sedentary life (Flannery, 1969, 1973;
Hassan, 1975; Jordan, 1974; Reed, 1977a,b; Redman, 1977; Sahlins, 1972; Testart,
1982; 1988). Flannery (1972) has suggested that “the origin of sedentary life had more
to do with the installation and maintenance of permanent facilities . . . that it did with
agriculture per se”. Taylor (1973) considers storage one of the most fundamental
aspects of the Neolithic Revolution and other authors have noted that “large reserves of
food are incompatible with residential mobility” (Jordan 1974; Sahlins, 1972).

The reason why external stores favour a sedentary life style is that, when
external stores become very large because they must contain a great quantity of goods,
it is impossible to carry them around with oneself in one’s displacements in the
environment. Large external stores must be located in a fixed position in the
environment and this implies that to use the goods contained in these large external
stores the agents need to live near to their stores and to adopt a sedentary life style.
Furthermore, it does not make much sense to build a large store that it is difficult to
move and therefore can be used only for a short time, unless the agents develop a
sedentary behaviour. Large external stores inhibit nomadism but they also suppress its
necessity (Testart, 1982) because large external stores allow groups to survive during
period of scarcity without moving to other places.

In the next simulations we try to reproduce some of the consequences of having
large external stores which are located in a specific position in the environment. We call
the external stores that can be carried around with oneself “portable stores” and large
external stores “physical stores”.
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Methods
In the previous environment the food token were randomly distributed across the whole
environment. In that case it is not clear how to distinguish between a nomadic or
sedentary behaviour. Therefore we use a more complex environment in which a
sedentary or nomadic behaviour can emerge and investigated. The new agents live in an
environment of 3000x3000 pixels in which food exists only in four separate zones of
the environment (Figure 4). Each of the four zones is a square of 866x866 pixels and it
contains 10 randomly distributed food tokens. The four food zones are located in the
four angles of the environment at 200 pixels of distance from its border. As before,
when an agent reaches a food token and, according to the type of agent, it either
immediately eats the food token or puts the food token in its store, the food token
disappears and it is not replaced by a new food token. Therefore, the number of food
tokens in a zone is progressively reduced until the zone becomes completely empty and,
to eat, an agent must move to another zone. At birth an agent is placed in one of the four
food zones, randomly chosen, and we compare three different populations of agents.
The agents of the first two populations are like the agents of the preceding simulation.
They either immediately eat the food tokens they find in the environment or they put
their food in their portable stores and eat it when they are hungry. The agents of the
third population also store their food but now their food stores are not portable stores
but they are located in a fixed position in the environment: the centre of the food zone in
which they are born – their native zone. These new agents can use the storing strategy
(put the food tokens in its own store and eat them when the agent is hungry) only if they
are sufficiently near to their physical store (we empirically decided for a maximum
distance of 700 pixels, see Figure 4). As before the storage does not have a limit on the
number of food token it can contain. These agents have two additional visual units
whose level of activation encodes the direction and distance of their physical store,
which can therefore be seen only if they are sufficiently near to it. In the environment of
these agents there are no features that can function as navigation landmarks.
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Figure 4. The environment of the agents. The small green (grey) full circles are the
food tokens, the white empty circle is the agent, the big blue (black) full circle is the
storage, the shaded area represents the area where the agent has access to the store.
As before, we let the three populations of agents evolve for 100 generations and
we replicate each simulation 10 times starting from different sets of random connection
weights.

Results
The results of the new simulation are shown in Figure 5. The agents with a portable
store reach the highest level of fitness but the agents with a physical store have more
fitness than the agents with no form of food storage. For this simulation,
= 855
= 498. To increase visibility, the shadow area represents half standard
and
deviation.
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Figure 5. Average and best fitness for agents without any form of stores, with portable
stores, and with physical stores.

Discussion
The reason the agents with a portable store have the highest fitness is that they have all
the advantages of storing food without any of the limits. They can visit all parts of the
environment always using the “safety net” of their store and this allows them to collect
all the food tokens contained in the four zones. The agents with a physical store can use
their store only if they are sufficiently near to it and, therefore, when they are very
distant from their physical store, they are in the same condition as the agents without
any type of store. But although they have less fitness than the agents with a portable
store, their fitness is higher than the fitness of the agents without any form of external
store. Reaching another food zone is difficult for all three classes of agents because it
implies to traverse the space without food between the food zones, and the agents may
die before they reach another food zone. So all agents are pressed to remain in the zone
in which they were born. But a portable store can be of help because, when the agents
traverse the empty space between the food zones, they can eat the food contained in
their portable store. For the agents that have a physical store located in the zone in
which were born, the advantage of possessing a store is less great because they can use
their store only when they are inside their native zone. But the agents without any form
of food storage are in the worst condition because they can only eat the food existing in
their native zone and, as we have in the preceding simulation, they risk dying.
Sedentary Behaviour
The results of this simulation pose a problem, however. They tell us that portable stores
are better than physical stores but most human beings have adopted a form of sedentary
life which requires physical stores. How can that be? The answer is in the size of the
stores. Portable stores are necessarily small and they can only contain a limited quantity
and variety of goods. Physical stores can be as large as required and they can contain a
large quantity and variety of goods. Human beings have adopted a sedentary life style
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when they have begun to “produce” and not only “find” food and other goods because
this has led to an increase in the quantity and variety of their goods. This increased
quantity and variety has made large - and, therefore, physical - external stores necessary
and this has led to a sedentary life.
To better understand the behaviour of the three populations of agents, we have
made the following test. The best agent of the last generation for each of the 10
replications of the three simulations is tested 10 times in the environment with the four
food zones separated by an empty space. At the beginning of the test an agent is placed
in the same food zone, the zone low on the left. We divide the environment into a grid
of 30x30=900 cells, where each cell is a square of 100x100 pixels, and we count the
number of time steps the agent spends in each cell. We then scale this value from 0 to
100 and we make an average across the 10 repetitions of the test and the 10 replications
of the test. The result is a matrix of 900 values, where each value is the percentage of
time an “average” agent spends in each cell of the environment. Figure 6 shows in a
graphic form the results of this analysis.

Figure 6. The map is divided in 30x30 grids and different gradations of grey indicates a
higher/lower percentage of time spent in a grid by the average agent, from black (0% of
time spent in that cell) to white (70% of time or more spent in a cell).
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The type of external store influences how the agents move in the environment.
The agents with a portable store are very explorative. They soon leave the bottom left
zone and visit all parts of the environment carrying their store with them. However, as
we have already said, portable stores have a limited size and they can only contain a
limited quantity of food. This may explain why they have had a limited influence on the
social behaviour of human beings. On the contrary, the agents without any form of
external stores and those with a physical store located in a specific position of the
environment spend most of their time in their native zone, the zone low on the left. This
is especially true for the agents with a physical store. These agents rarely go outside the
bottom left zone. This is interesting especially if we consider that, when the agents with
a physical store go outside their zone, they do not have any advantage over the agents
without any type of external store because they are too distant from their store and
cannot use it. But in spite of the fact that the agents without stores move more in the
environment and can reach other zones of the environment and, therefore, can have
access to more food, their fitness is lower than the fitness of the agents with a physical
store (Figure 5). We conclude that, consistently with the anthropologic literature,
storing food represents an evolutionary pressure to develop a sedentary life. As Reed
(1969) has written, “the first simple villages may have grown around storage places”.
Figure 6 shows that even though not as much as the agents with physical stores,
the agents without stores spend most of their time in the zone low on the left and do not
explore much of the environment. This is a reasonable strategy because going outside
one’s native zone can mean the death of an agent which has no any safety net. However,
many groups without stores develop a nomadic life style and this discrepancy between
our results and the anthropologic data may be due to several reasons. Our agents may be
too simple and they may not possess the capacities which are necessary to develop a
nomadic life style. For example, nomadism may require the memorization of a
geographic map, and this is a skill that our agents do not possess. But we might endow
our agents with a more complex brain that can incorporate a geographical map and,
more generally, in spite of its limitations, our model can be used as a starting point for
simulating more complicated phenomena.

Summary of results and general discussion
Agents with external stores in which they put food to eat it later live than agents that
immediately eat the food they find in the environment. This implies that if agents with
stores and agents without stores are members of the same population and they compete
with each other for reproduction, after a certain number of generations all the agents of
the population will use an external store: there is an evolutionary pressure towards
having a store. The reason is that external stores allow an individual to survive during
periods in which there is little food in the environment or when they must traverse a
territory with little food or for other reasons such as being ill and, therefore, temporarily
unable to look for food (Acerbi and Parisi, 2007). Another reason is that agents that
store their food extract more energy from the environment. When an agent without an
external store sees a food token, it approaches and eats the food token only if it is
hungry. In contrast, an agent with an external store always approaches and takes
possession of the food token - and this is a more effective strategy for extracting the
energy contained in the environment. It was clear from our simulation that external
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stores make agents more independent not only from the environment but also from the
state of their body - from the level of energy in their body - because the agent may look
for food even when it is not hungry. External stores make the life of an agent more
flexible. When an agent that stores its food is hungry, it can eat the food contained in its
store and dedicate its time to other activities. However, in order to have a store, one also
needs the cognitive ability to manage a store, using it efficiently. In our first simulation
we use an additional neuron to allow our agents to make decision about their store. This
required a fine tuning in the neural network of our agents, in which to obtain maximum
efficiency the store unit had to fire over 0.5 only if the agent energy went under 0.2.
This problem of allocating resources at the right time is not trivial, and the storage may
be even harmful if the brain of the agents is not well tuned (for example, for agents that
store all their food without eating any). On the other hand, the population without store
had to develop a different ability, namely to wait until their energy level is low enough
before approaching food. This strategy can be unsuccessful in an environment with
other agents, when another hungry agent may approach and “steal” the food for the
waiting agent. However, some goods cannot be collected and carried around, and
building a physical store might have been necessary for some type of goods. Storing
requires certain cognitive functions, but it may also have contributed to the emerging of
more complex skills, putting pressure on the development of cognitive abilities
involving the allocation of multiple resources at different rate, the ability of planning
ahead, the ability of deciding when and with whom to share one’s own store. We also
note here the connection between the store, as we defined it (a place where one puts her
own things, and only her can have access to them) and the developing of a private
property system.

We showed how the store is not useful in all types of environments, as already
suggested by the anthropologic literature (Testart, 1982): in an environment where the
food is abundant or too scarce there is not much difference between a population with
and without store.

In the second part we used a more physical store to investigate the behaviour of
the agents in a complex environment in which a nomadic or sedentary strategy could
evolve. This has to be considered only a first step towards an investigation of how
storing techniques have impacted the social structure of early societies.

We claim that the technology of storage and the cognitive ability of using a store
has been an important turning point in human history, and it may explain different
aspect that are specific of human beings and are not present in nonhuman animals.

Future Directions
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In our simulation we ignored some physical features of the storage which may have
been important in the developing of storing behaviour, for example the cost of taking a
food token into the storage location, the cost of maintaining an efficient storage or the
cost of carrying weight for a portable store. Another important point that we ignored is
the food wastage when the food is preserved in the storage. Even in modern days the
storing techniques are far from perfect, and the food may incur in degradation or loss.
Furthermore, using an inefficient storing technique may lead to a negative outcome
apart from food waste (for example, illness due to bacteria or mold). We ignored these
caveats, considering only a perfect storage with no waste and no drawbacks. It is
possible that, in some particular situation, immediate consumption may be preferred to
storing food. This important topic will be investigated in a future work.

In this work, the populations were segregated so that one population did not
have any storage, another had a portable storage, and another had a physical one.
However, in modern human societies a mixture of portable and physical stores are used.
Similarly, in our simulation would be interesting to use a mixture population where both
a portable and a physical store can be used. In the current version, the portable store is
always better than a physical store. However, the portable store may have a limited
carrying capacity, or it may make the agent slower according to the number of food
token contained.

The mixture of two types of stores makes it possible to investigate more
complicated environment: a simulation may have different types of food in different
location of the environment (for an environment with several resources see Bartlett and
Kazakov, 2004; 2005). In this case, the availability and distance between the resources
may put a serious constrain on the use of a physical store, and the agents should switch
to a portable store and a physical store depending on their position in the environment.
The resources may be separated in space or separated in time: some food may be
available now but not later, creating a seasonal environment. Seasonal environments are
considered as important causes for the emergence of food storage in early human
societies (Ingold, 1983; Testart, 1982). Agents with external stores can survive in
seasonal environments in which periods with much food are followed by periods with
little food because they can accumulate as much food as possible during summers and
autumns and eat the stored food during winters and springs. (For agents that live in
seasonal environments, see Cecconi et al., 1994).
It would be an interesting approach to build a simulation with several seasons
with different types of food available at different time. With more than one type of food
necessary to survive, it is easy to predict that having a store would be even more
advantageous than in our simpler environment, but it would also increase the cognitive
load required to store and efficiently use the stores.
Social stores and central stores
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Socially living agents can also have social stores, that is, external stores which are
shared by a multiplicity of agents. There are basically two types of social stores: family
stores and central stores. Family stores are connected with many important phenomena
of human life such as economic inheritance and economic inequalities. Economic
inheritance means that what is contained in the external store of an agent does not
disappear when the agent dies - as in our agents - but is inherited by the agent’s
offspring. And this implies that our agents are not born equal but they are born richer or
poorer and, according to Testart, 1982, “all the material, social, ideological, or political
prerequisites for the emergence of social inequalities seems to be present in societies
with a storing economy”.

Any social storing behaviour is linked with the role played by external stores in
the economic life of human beings. All animals have an economic life because the
behaviour of all animals in motivated by the desire to have food, water, and other
goods. But the economic life of human beings is a social economic life because human
beings obtain most of their goods not directly from nature by from other human beings.
This leads to specialization and exchange. Some individuals specialize in the production
of one good and other individuals specialize in the production of other goods and then
they exchange their different goods. External stores play a critical role in specialization
and exchange because two individuals can specialize in the production of two different
goods and then exchange one good for the other good only if they have external stores
in which they can keep the goods that they produce. (For the emergence in
specialization and exchange in simulated agents, see Parisi and Carmantini, 2012).

Social stores include not only family stores but also central stores, and this may
have led to the birth of states. States are stores to which all the members of a
community have partial access and which function according to explicit rules that
determine what each individual has to contribute to, and receive from, the central store.
While the theory of kin selection may explain family stores, the members of a
community are only distantly related genetically or they are not related at all and this is
why central stores require a governing structure which defines the rules of functioning
of the central store and punish the agents that do not obey these rules. (For agents that
have a central store, see Parisi, 1997; Cecconi and Parisi, 1998).

Conclusion
Many aspects of human behaviour and human societies can be traced back to the
possession of external stores (Testart, 1982). Our goal with the present work was to
replicate some of these phenomena with our agents and to investigate them. We showed
how possessing an external storage can increase the independence of the agents from
the environment and, more importantly, from their own internal state. We analysed the
spatial behaviour of the agents with different types of stores or without any store,
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showing of this affected their behaviour. We investigated the possibility that having a
physical store could have played an important role in developing a sedentary life-style.
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